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Dear reader, 

Welcome. 
>is is a book about a walk. It is also a book documenting a 

performance about a walk. Some of our collaborators have 
commented in endnotes in this book. Reading these might feel 
something like the chaos and magic of being in our rehearsal 
hall—you’ll have some of the process in your hands.

At the beginning of every performance, we greet the audience 
and o@er them something to eat and drink. In a bar, beer. In a 
church, homemade pie. In an Ismaili centre, masala chai. We try 
to o@er something that suits the place where we are performing. 
So now, reader, we’d like to invite you to 7x yourself something 
that might bring you pleasure or comfort in this moment, 
wherever you are. A glass of water, a sti@ drink, some leftovers, a 
bowl of pretzels, a cup of tea, an espresso . . .  Aen you’re ready, 
come back and reopen the book where you left o@: 

Here. 
On the next pages, you will see a collection of images from our 

seven-hundred-kilometre walk. Pick one. Hold it in your mind. 
Welcome. 
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*) and () welcome and greet audience members as they enter. !ey o+er 
each person something: a “hosting” gesture—as one might do when an 
invited guest ,rst enters a home.

() and *) invite the audience to look through seven hundred photos—
spread out on tables around the room—from their thirty-two-day journey 
on foot. Each guest is invited to select a photo they will keep with them 
during the performance. After a time, the audience members take their 
seats, which are set up in a circle.

!ere are two kilometre markers, like highway signs, on tall stanchions, 
that read “% km” and “"%% km.” !ey are positioned at either side of an 
opening in the audience circle. Also in the room: a document camera, two 
projection surfaces, two sets of headphones attached to cellphones, two 
speakers, two stacks of postcards, two stacks of kilometre markers, two sets of 
name tags, and more empty metal stanchions of varying heights, positioned 
around and beyond the perimeter of the audience circle., *) and () stand, 
side by side, between the markers for % kilometres and "%% kilometres.

CB

Okay. Well.* In July *+,., Erin and I walked seven hundred kilometres.

EB

We walked from Lancaster, Pennsylvania, to Waterloo, Ontario, 
tracing the migration of our Mennonite ancestors.

CB

It took us thirty-two days.

EB

We took three days o@.

CB

People asked us why we were walking. I asked myself that all the time.
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EB

Someone asked me if we were walking to learn how to work 
together. I liked that.

CB

We stayed with people we found through a paper directory called 
Mennonite Your Way—it’s like Mennonite couch-sur7ng.

() picks up a copy of the directory and shows it around.

EB

It only exists like that, on paper. You can’t get it online. I called most 
of these people. Some of them don’t even have email. Or never check. 
Although I did get one email reply a full year after the walk.;

Every meal with people . . .  

CB

New people all the time . . .  

*) and () glance at each other0 as they sit, in simple matching kitchen-table 
chairs, and perform the ,rst ,ve Table Gestures. !e Table Gestures are a 
sequence of twenty-six physical actions paired with the names of individuals, 
spoken aloud, who hosted () and *) along the walk..

EB/CB

Carolyn and Ralph
Linda
Anne
Hannah
Patricia and Elton—

Shift
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EB

Ao has a photo they want us to remember?

Audience members volunteer their photos, which they’ve chosen from 
among the seven hundred photos of the walk. *) collects three of them.8

For the Photo Game, both () and *) have to “remember” photos through 
spontaneous improvisation. !ey use a document camera to project the 
images, so that everyone in the room sees each image at the same time. 

EB

Christine has two minutes to remember these three photos. And, 
while I might very much like to, I’m not allowed to say a single 
word about it. 

(To ()) Don’t look yet./ 

*) hands the three images over to () and sets a timer for two minutes. () 
sits at the document camera, where she can control the display of each 
image, deciding for herself how much of the two minutes she wants to speak 
about each photo, while *) acts as timekeeper, sitting in another part of the 
room, watching.

(!e improvisation below is transcribed from a performance on 
Saturday, June -, $%&., at Conrad Grebel College in Waterloo, Ontario.)

EB

Two minutes, three photos. Don’t look yet . . .  Ready? Go!  

CB

All right . . .  Oh! . . .  Okay . . .  Uh . . .  great. Great . . .  this is a . . .  place . . .  
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um . . .  It’s, uh, it’s a home in the middle of a tiny town which we 
totally got lost trying to 7nd, and Google totally let us down—this 
town, which is really about four houses, as far as we could tell. And 
this is the home built by a couple we stayed with, and in this 
house . . .  Well, his wife had basically built it, and in the house, it was 
full of tchotchkes from everywhere—

EB

One minute, 
thirty seconds.

CB

—as she was, basically, like this crazy online shopper. She 
would buy things, stu@ from all over North America, and so 
everywhere you turned, there was like . . .  uh . . .  a collection of 
antique spices . . .  or, uh . . .  or a bunny area . . .  or dog porcelain 
things . . .  It was, like, packed! It was this kinda crazy, strange 
museum to collectordom . . .  and even their fridge was 7lled 
with things she would collect, like water bottles, like tons! 
And ketchups— 
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EB

One minute! 

CB

Okay . . .  uh . . .  
Wow, who picked 
this photo? 
Yeah . . .  this is . . .  
this is Erin and I 
in various states of 
undress at the end 
of the day. And 
we . . .  yeah . . .  we are drinking something that you’ll hear about later . . .  
we call “clandestine beers.” We basically just walked one of our 
longest days . . .  and I think we had walked about ten hours and we 
were going to the town of Selingsgrove, but on the way there, we had 
stopped in this other little town . . .  called Halifax, yeah . . .  and Erin, 
who loves beer, bought these beers, and we carried them for hours in 
our backpacks, and by the time we got to Selingsgrove, they were 
warm—

EB

>irty seconds!

CB

—so when we got to our host’s place, I begged them for ice, telling 
them it was for our feet, but in fact—yeah . . .  We put the ice in our 
beers and we drank them . . .  

CB

Okay. >is! >is . . .  is actually a really beautiful place called the 
Pennsylvania Grand Canyon. And this is at the very top of a . . .  the 
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canyon, in a 
campground 
where we 
stayed that 
was 
completely 
abandoned. 
No one was 
in there. 
And we had 
forged a 
river the day before and we had started hiking, and we were both 
kind of nervous ’cause people had talked about bears, and sure 
enough, as we’re hiking along we see three baby bears on one side 
of us, and then we’re looking around for the mother and we had no 
idea where she was, and anyway, Erin had been trying to get me to 
sing the whole trip . . .  and all of a sudden I actually burst into 
song . . .  

!e timer goes o+. *)’s turn.

CB

Ao has a photo? Ao has a photo they want Erin to remember?

*) and () switch positions and the game is repeated. Some audience 
members volunteer their photos, and () collects three. (!e improvisation 
below is transcribed from a performance on Sunday, September $/, $%&", 
at St. Matthew’s United Church in Toronto.)

CB

Erin has two minutes to remember these three photographs . . .  
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EB

(To ()) And you’re not allowed to say anything.

() hands the images over to *) and sets the timer for two minutes. *) sits at the 
document camera, where she can control the display of each image, deciding 
for herself how much of the two minutes she wants to speak about each photo, 
while () acts as timekeeper, sitting in another part of the room, watching.

CB

Are you ready? Two minutes . . .  Go!

EB

Ohhhhhh, oh, oh, oh, okay! So, this sign, I think it’s hilarious 
because it’s a sign that tells you which kinds of snakes are venomous 
and which are not, and if you’ll notice, the venomous kind, the 
dangerous kind, it looks mean. And the one that’s not dangerous, it’s 
really cute and friendly-eyed . . .  and so, I just thought this was very 
amusing, but this sign, I took this picture of this sign, in the 
Pennsylvania Grand Canyon. And, uh, Christine and I crossed the 
Pennsylvania Grand Canyon, uh . . .  It was the most adventurous day 
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of our journey because we went, uh, we crossed a river and it was 
about, sort of, this deep, and we had our pack on, and, uh, we had 
one walking pole each because we only invested in one pair . . .  and, 
uh, I let Christine go 7rst, and she fell in—

CB

One minute! 

EB

—and then, uh, I was like: okay, I see where the danger spot is, I’m 
just gonna mosey along . . .  And I didn’t fall in, so . . .  that was 
satisfying for me. But, uh . . .  one side of the . . .  Oh dear, okay, we’ll 
come back to it if we have time. 

EB

So, this is . . .  I don’t care about this picture so I’m just going to rush 
over it. It’s the light. It’s just the light. I’m allergic to dogs so I can’t 
really hang out with them, so it was not about the dog at all, it was 
about the light. 
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